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	The objective of APM Best Practices: Realizing Application Performance Management is to establish reliable application performance management (APM) practices—to demonstrate value, to do it quickly, and to adapt to the client circumstances. It's important to balance long-term goals with short-term deliverables, but without compromising usefulness or correctness. The successful strategy is to establish a few reasonable goals, achieve them quickly, and then iterate over the same topics two more times, with each successive iteration expanding the skills and capabilities of the APM team. This strategy is referred to as “Good, Better, Best”. 

	

	The application performance monitoring marketplace is very focused on ease of installation, rapid time to usefulness, and overall ease of use. But these worthy platitudes do not really address the application performance management processes that ensure that you will deploy effectively, synergize on quality assurance test plans, triage accurately, and encourage collaboration across the application life cycle that ultimately lowers overall application cost and ensures a quality user experience. These are also fine platitudes but these are the ones that are of interest to your application sponsors. These are the ones for which you need to show value. This CA Press book employs this iterative approach, adapted pragmatically for the realities of your organizational and operational constraints, to realize a future state that your sponsors will find useful, predictable and manageable—and something that they will want to fund. In the meantime, you will learn the useful techniques needed to set up and maintain a useful performance management system utilizing best practices regardless of the software provider(s).


	What you’ll learn

	
		Understand the value proposition of application performance management and its impact on the IT organization.
	
		Justify an application performance management investment tailored to the realities of your corporate culture.
	
		Appreciate the organization forms that successful practitioners employ.
	
		Manage the evaluation and selection of a monitoring solution.
	
		Techniques to schedule and supervise the initial and successive deployments of APM technology with consistent, predictable, and reliable practices.
	
		Develop a catalog of services to guide the evolution of the monitoring initiative, as investment or critical incidents present themselves.
	
		Learn and master the basic and advanced techniques in employing APM technology to address application performance and overall software quality.



	Who this book is for


	Given the vendor-neutral theme of the book, anyone who is interested in performance management of distributed and mainframe solution architectures will have an interest in the book. It should become the seminal reference for this segment of the IT industry.

	

	IT professionals need this book because it will allow them to better understand the nature of the investment, the value proposition, and the impact that APM technology will have on their organization. It will allow them to achieve proactive management of their applications and  infrastructure to help improve the quality, identify and document defects, and reduce overall management costs of the software that their organization tests and operates.
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Virtualization and Forensics: A Digital Forensic Investigator's Guide to Virtual EnvironmentsSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Virtualization creates new and difficult challenges for forensic investigations. Operating systems and applications running in virtualized environments often leave few traces, yielding little evidence with which to conduct an investigation.


	Virtualization and Forensics offers an in-depth view into the world of virtualized...
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Valuing and Selling Your Business: A Quick Guide to Cashing InApress, 2014

	In Valuing and Selling Your Business: A Quick Guide to Cashing In, author and valuation expert Tim McDaniel, a veteran of over 2,000 valuation engagements and dozens of M&A deals, covers the essentials in a short value-packed book of valuing and selling your business for an acceptable price. And if the valuation doesn't...
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Introduction to Computer ScienceCreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform, 2016

	A computer program is a set of statements that is used to create an output, such as a screen

	display, a printed report, a set of data records, or a calculated set of numbers.





	Most programs involve statements that are executed in sequence.





	A program is written using the statements of a programming language....
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C Interfaces and Implementations: Techniques for Creating Reusable SoftwareAddison Wesley, 1996

	Programmers are inundated with information about application programming interfaces, or APIs. Yet, while most programmers use APIs and the libraries that implement them in almost every application they write, relatively few create and disseminate new, widely applicable, APIs. Indeed, programmers seem to prefer to “roll their own”...
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Synthetic Metal Containing PolymersJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
The development of the field of synthetic metal-containing polymers - where metal atoms form an integral part of the main chain or side group structure of a polymer - aims to create new materials which combine the processability of organic polymers with the physical or chemical characteristics associated with the metallic element or complex. This...
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Cdma Mobile Radio Design (Artech House Telecommunications Library)Artech House Publishers, 2000


	Wireless communications is growing at a phenomenal rate. From 1991 to

	1999, the number of subscribers increased from about 25 million to over 250

	million. Incredibly, over the next seven years, the number. of subscribers is

	expected to quadruple, to over 1 billion [ 1]. That growth rate is faster than

	that of any other consumer...
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